Development towards high-bandwidth wireless devices that are capable of processing complex, streaming multimedia is enabling a new breed of network-based media services. Coping with the diversity of network and device capabilities requires services to be flexible and able to adapt to the needs and limitations of the environment at hand. Before efficient deployment, multi-platform services require additional issues to be considered, e.g. content handling, digital rights management, adaptability of content, user profiling, provisioning, and the available access methods. The key issue is how the content and the service is being modelled and stored for inauguration. We propose a new service content model based on persistent media objects able to store and manage XHTML-based multimedia services. In our approach, media, content summaries, and other meta-information are stored within media objects that can be queried from the object database. The content of the media objects can also specify queries to the database and links to other media objects. The final presentation is created dynamically according to the service request and user profiles. Our approach allows for dynamic updating of the service database together with user group management, and provides a method for notifying the registered users by different smart messaging methods, e.g. via e-mail or a SMS message. The model is demonstrated with an 'ice-hockey service' running in our platform called Princess. The service also utilizes SMIL and key frame techniques for the video representation.
INTRODUCTION
The emergence of heterogeneous terminals with mobile connections together with new transmission and presentation standards is increasing weight for the development of a new breed of network-based multimedia services. Mobile WWWaccess is already available, but is not yet as suitable for common users as they should be. However the basic technological barriers are becoming overcome. Technologies such as Bluetooth [1] , GPRS [2] , and UMTS [3] , together with wireless LAN applications will give better access to services for mobile terminals. Meanwhile, the development for lightweight operating systems, e.g. EPOC [4] , PalmOS [5] , and WindowsCE [6] , and the convergence between mobile phones and palm-top computers are giving better capabilities to present the media with such devices. The focus of research is moving towards the creation of efficient multimedia service techniques. Such services should support high-end multimedia terminals with fast fixed connections, as well as mobile users with less capable terminals and the need for fast, easy-to-use information.
Traditionally, the services for different terminal and connection types have been implemented separately. Multimedia adaptation is being researched to merge the creation of the services so that only one service is needed to cover the heterogeneous environments [7] . Examples of adaptation include downscaling the multimedia objects and converting the HTML presentation to the WML. The conversion is not always straightforward, as seen in [8] . Hence, when creating a new service for the mobile environments, content modelling is a vital issue. Service content should be modelled in a way that it supports adaptation to different mark-up languages. The content model should also support additional issues such as user profiling [9] [10], dynamically updating information, service push, digital rights management, billing, and so on. Therefore, the methods with which the presentations made with the modelling language are stored, retrieved and represented should be planned carefully [11] . Also the development of the system architecture is vital [12] [13] [14] .
In this paper, we present a model for storing the service content into an object-oriented database to distribute the content to heterogeneous clients in an adaptive and profiled manner. In our approach, multimedia pages are stored in a database as active media objects. Content within the media object is stored using an XHTML-based content modelling language, which supports the merging of meta-information. Meta-information is used to define billing and adaptation information, for example. Content of the media objects may also specify queries to the database, which allows dynamic, profiled, up-to-date creation of presentations when the service request is received. We also present value-adding methods for multimedia services, such as service push based on SMS and e-mail as well as indexed video presentation using SMIL [15] . This paper presents the overview to service modelling in Section 2. First we discuss the presentation modelling and the problems to be solved when selecting the presentation language for the service content. Then we consider how the presentations should be stored and handled; object models are issued. Section 3 describes our approach to service content modelling. The concept is demonstrated in Section 4 with an 'ice-hockey service' developed for the so-called Princess platform. The platform is a fully implemented system for adaptive multimedia services for mobile clients [14] . In this paper we concentrate on the implementation of new services.
OVERVIEW TO SERVICE MODELLING
The basic problem field of mobile multimedia services consists of a content provider with content on the other end and a client with a mobile terminal on the other. The opposite ends of the chain have to be connected so that the client can have an access to the content and the content can be delivered and presented to the client. There are several issues to be considered, such as transmission protocols, connectivity, and system architectures. These issues have lately gained rising interest.
The setting for this paper is presented in Figure 1 . Clients with different kinds of terminals, fixed and mobile, send service requests to the server. The server retrieves service content from the database and creates a presentation that is sent back to the client. The presentation has to be suitable for the client's terminal and it also has to contain the information that the client is interested in. To support heterogeneous terminal capabilities, there could be different presentations made beforehand at the database, but as we want to make one adaptable service instead of separate services for each terminal the presentations are adapted on-the-fly by the server. To provide more user-friendly service, there is a need to consider userprofiling issues when creating the presentation to the client. If a pay-per-view and/or pay-per-quality method of billing is preferred over billing by connection time, the billing mechanism is also related to content provisioning, as will be shown in this paper. The server-service architecture may be distributed for flexibility. The content provider brings content to the database manually or the content is retrieved from some automated source.
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Adapted and Profiled Multimedia Presentation Figure 1 . Overview of architecture for mobile users' multimedia services.
Presentation models
Most of the network-based services are based on some kind of presentation language. It is common that service content is described with a mark-up language and the browser software on the client's terminal knows how to show the content described with the language.
The language(s) that is used to define the service and its content is a basis for creating a multimedia service. There should be as few conversions between different presentation formats and languages as possible. This includes possible conversions from mark-up languages to others within the whole system, i.e. service, server and client sides. The choice of the language also reflects to the easiness of the adaptation and all kinds of manipulation of the presentations. Industry standard tools and interfaces may be preferred instead of proprietary tools. At least the conversion to the final presentation language must be implemented, if the original content is not already in proper format. Nowadays, most end users might prefer HTML as it is supported widely. In future, HTML may be replaced with XML. Currently a wide range of mobile terminals, which are not HTML capable, support Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) to provide information presented in Wireless Mark-up Language (WML). Short Message Service (SMS) and e-mail are also utilized increasingly. There are also other protocols emerging, e.g. I-mode. Thus, conversion to WML is needed to provide presentations to mobile users using WAP. Respectively, conversion to plain text allows SMS and e-mail presentations. Some more complex conversions may also be beneficial, e.g. to support Java AWT or Swing user interfaces, or conversion to speech.
A unified model for content and user interface presentation allows merging the interface to the service content, for example as in hypertext, the links are for both content and user interface. A well-chosen model also supports division of labour between different modules within the system. User-profiled information may be handled in one module, media adaptation in another, user-interface adaptation in another, and so forth. For distributed systems, effective transportation over different connections, e.g. Java RMI, sockets or agent networks, should also be supported.
There are plenty of features that the presentation language should be able to define; text is probably the basic element of presentations. References to binary media are necessary when speaking about multimedia services. Synchronization of media and other user interface elements may used to synchronize e.g. video clips and text to be played simultaneously, or sequentially. Navigation links are also crucial. These can be text, image or video objects, for example. Fields for text entries enable user feedback. Other kinds of user interface components like checkboxes, radio buttons and lists give wider variety for user interactions. Depending on the service, the presentation model should also be capable of defining the layout of the presentation, grouping and formation elements. Additionally, dynamic content and/or client side scripting might be used to bring more intelligence from the service to the client.
Constructing the presentations -Service structure
When the presentation language has been chosen, there are still some open questions to be solved: How is the service structured? How to choose the content that is to be sent to the client, if user profiling and terminal capabilities are taken into account? How new content is added to the service and how the old content is updated to realize the new content to be available? How to implement additional features like service push?
One solution is that the service is implemented manually by using the language chosen and when new content is added the old code is also updated manually, but this is not a very flexible solution as it may be time-consuming and error-prone especially with complex service structures. Well-designed use of scripting languages offers possibilities for more automated content updating and they can also be used to implement more intelligence to the service. CGI scripts require coding with programming languages like Perl or C. PHP provides a way to add some server side scripting within the HTML code. JavaScript, on the other hand, utilizes scripting on the client side. SQL can be used to manipulate database-related applications. Anyhow, whatever the presentation language is, the service implementation still has to be planned to suit the needs of the system. Dynamically adaptive service exploding user profiling. Figure 2 presents the situation, which is faced in a dynamic adaptive service that also uses user profiling. The service gets a service request together with the session parameters and the user profiling information. Session parameters may include for example terminal and connection types. User profiling information may include e.g. interest groups of the user. It depends on the system architecture, which part of it provides and handles the session parameters and user profiles. In our case, the server provides them for use by the service. The service gets the service request, and then it should decide how to make the most appropriate presentation for the client and return it to him/her via the server. First the right content must be retrieved and then the presentation should be constructed for the client. Places, where the possible presentation conversions and media adaptations for the client are, also depend on the system architecture. For simplicity we assume that the conversions and adaptation are done on the server side. However, they must still be taken into account on the service side on some level. So, this is the setting where the questions mentioned in the beginning of this chapter should be solved.
When new content is added to the service, for example a new movie review, it would be beneficial if possible menu lists of available movie reviews would be updated automatically. If the menu list includes short summaries about the review, it would also decrease the amount of work to be done, if these summaries would be added automatically to every location in which they are needed. Usually, within complex services, the service content is stored within the database. Database solutions offer ways to implement queries to the content.
User profiling is a vast research area in itself, but even when utilizing the simple profiling idea that the advertisements of the user's interest areas are selected to be merged with the content, the implementation has to be planned somehow. And again, if new advertisements or some other information, which is used in a profiled manner, are added to the database, it would be beneficial if they are taken into account automatically.
If automated content delivery to the client, i.e. service push, is wanted, the methods of identifying the deliverable content pose a problem, even though the delivery mechanism would be implemented within the server side.
SERVICE CONTENT MODEL
In this chapter, we present our methodology for service content modelling. Our service content model is based on persistent media objects. Media objects contain multimedia pages, which are stored in XHTML format. They also contain summaries of content and meta-information. XHTML content of the media objects may have elements that are retrieved from the other media objects dynamically, which allows creation of presentations according to the current state of the database and the client's user profile.
The use of media objects was chosen, as it enabled dynamic content retrieval. Generic media objects also do not tie service creation for some specific service, but enable the addition of new features later on. An XHTML-based presentation language was chosen, as it is well suited for the requirements set in the chapter 2.1. XHTML is XML-formatted HTML, hence it is HTML-and XML-compatible. As a result, the presentations can be used directly for standard web-browsers. XHTML can also be converted to WML, which is also XML-based. Conversion to plain text format is also possible. When the content is already in HTML-compatible format in the database, there is less need for conversions within the system. XHTML allows merging the user interface to the service content as it supports hypertext links, various input fields, etc. By using namespaces, it is also possible to add system-specific tags, which can be used for billing and metadata. XHTML is designed to move presentation-driven mark-up towards a structure-driven method: hence it has a clear hierarchical structure. This supports parsing and editing of XHTML documents, which in turn eases the use of distributed labour. Standard markup languages are also supported by numerous tools, which makes implementation of the parsing easier within the system. In our service model, the database contains media objects, which are organized into folders. Each service has its own root within the database. The service's folders and media objects are stored within the root. A media object contains fields, which consist of keys and values that are mapped together. A key is used to identify the field, thus the keys are unique within each media object. A field also has a type, which specifies the format in which the value is stored, e.g. 'integer', 'string' or 'list of strings'. An example of a media object is visualized in Figure 3 . The exemplary media object has a field, the key of which is "summary". The value of the field is stored as a Java String implementation and its value is text, which begins "<?xml version…" In this particular case, the "summary" field contains a brief summary of this media object's content in XHTML-format. Binary information may be stored as XHTML-links within the media objects. Media objects and directory structure are stored in a database, as commercial databases offer ready-implemented queries. Databases also enable real-time updating of the content.
Media objects are used as follows; When the user sends a service request, e.g. by choosing a hypertext link from the web browser, the media object containing the corresponding multimedia page is retrieved from the database, i.e. the link refers to the multimedia page stored in the media object. The initial XHTML presentation is retrieved from the corresponding field of the media object. Then the XHTML presentation is parsed to find possible system-specific elements. If they are found, they are removed from the presentation and corresponding action is taken. This means that system-specific elements can function as location-specific triggers within the content. This allows, for example, pay-per-view billing, adaptation for different terminals specified by the content provider, user profiling, and content retrieval from the database within the content. Finally, the presentation is converted for the client's terminal.
The use of media objects enables versatile content retrieval from the database. A multimedia page may include an element, which specifies a query to the database. The query can be made for a certain field of a certain media object in the database. Then the value of the retrieved field is replaced to the element that specified the query. A query may be made within the certain folder or for all the folders within the service's root. A query may also be made for all the media objects that answer the query parameters. Content retrievals and possible content merging is done before the multimedia page is sent to the user. Queries within the service content provide a method, for example, to automatically include the latest piece of information into index lists within the service and to utilize user profiling. User profiling may be used to give the user the information he/she is most likely interested in, as well as for targeted advertising. The latest information can also be delivered to the user, as the content of the current objects within the database is used. The presentation can also be constructed to contain information from various sources as the information can be updated to an individual media object from each source and the final presentation can be constructed from these media objects. An example of the construction of an XHTML presentation by utilizing media object queries is presented in Figure 4 . The service request refers to the content field of media object A, which is retrieved from the database. The content field contains an XHTML presentation, which is then parsed. The presentation contains a system-specific element with a new query to the database, e.g. to find all summary fields of media objects whose parameters field matches with user parameters. In this case matching media objects are B, C and D. The element specifying the query is removed from the presentation and the summaries are merged into its place. Before the merging, the summary presentations are also parsed. If new queries are found, they are interpreted. This method is continued recursively until all queries are found and interpreted. Also other system-specific actions are done during the parsing. For example the user's bill may be increased for each element that contain the price attribute. In this kind of pay-per-view billing, it must be ensured that the user is not billed if the presentation is not sent to him/her for some reason. Finally, the presentation is sent to the server, which may utilize adaptation, conversion to other mark-up languages, and possible parsing of the presentation, depending on the system architecture. Different parts of the system may utilize parsing and react to different system-specific elements to support distribution. However, all system-specific elements should be removed and handled before the final presentation is sent to the user. It should also be noted that parsing the presentation several times increases the response time from service request to the sending of the final presentation.
Our methodology also provides a method to implement data that can be subscribed by the client and then be provided to him/her via so-called service push. A presentation may contain a link that implies subscription. When the user chooses to subscribe, service push conditions are negotiated with him/her and the server. The subscription always refers to a certain media object. Later, when the server is informed that the media object's content has been changed, the server sends the new content to the users whose service push conditions are met. E-mail or SMS may be used for sending the content, for example. When the subscribable content is stored within the media objects, it can also be retrieved via basic database queries, thus enabling access to subscribable content also via the service's multimedia pages without the service push concept.
It is also possible to add other features to the media object methodology quite easily. Media objects are not tied to use XHTML. An SMIL presentation may be included within the content, if it is desired that UI-components are in sync with the video, for example. A media object may be implemented to contain one field with a link to the video, other fields may be used to contain the key frames of the video. Then the database queries may be used to retrieve either the whole video or the key frame summaries.
AN APPLICATION EXAMPLE

Platform for adaptable mobile multimedia services
Our service content model is demonstrated with an ice-hockey service, which is developed for the Princess platform. Princess is a fully implemented system for adaptive multimedia services for mobile clients. Implemented in Java 2, it heavily utilizes RMI for communication between different parts of the system.
The platform consists of a Digital Media Server (DMS), a Service Broker (SB), and services. Princess supports distributed operation, i.e. each of these processes may run on a different computer. Service development is not constrained by the platform -the only limitation is that the service's interface must have a method for requesting a presentation and the service must return the presentation in a format, which the DMS recognizes. Figure 5 shows the process of creating a presentation in Princess, beginning from a service request from a client and ending with the client getting the final adapted presentation. The box with grey colour presents the scope of this paper. Let us illustrate the process by a use case. The client has a WAP-enabled mobile phone and wants to use the Sports Service. The user logs in to Princess with the WAP browser and selects Sports Service from the list of available services. Now a service request is sent from the client to the Service Broker to retrieve the Sports Service Main Page from the Sports Service. The Service Broker has user agents that contain user-specific parameters. These parameters are added into the service request and the request is sent to the Digital Media Server. The DMS, on the other hand, has detailed information about each of the services and it adds a few service-specific parameters to the service request. At this point, the DMS sends the service request forward to the service in question -this time it is the Sports Service.
Client
The DMS handles the adaptation of the presentation that is still in XHTML format. The service request tells the DMS to convert XHTML into WML since the user is logged in with a WAP browser. The WML-formatted presentation still needs to get a few UI additions in the Service Broker before it finally arrives back to the client's WAP browser.
The Princess-platform offers some basic functions such as subscriptions, billing, and content pricing, in addition to adaptation. A service can access these functions by using XHTML extensions. Subscribable information can be marked with specific elements as well as content prices. Image types can be marked with a parameter within the image element. The parameter specifies the limits for the adaptation.
Content Model for Multimedia Services
Ice-hockey service was implemented to experiment our service content model. The service uses the ObjectStore-based object database provided by Princess for content storage. Information is first stored as values of Java Hashtables, in this case OSHashtables since ObjectStore is used, within Media Objects. A Media Object is a sort of a wrapper for an XHTMLformatted page and its meta-information. Media Objects are stored into the database within roots and their folders. For example the Ice-hockey Service's root is called 'icehockey' and under that root there are folders such as 'pages', 'news' and 'gamesummaries'. Media Objects can be retrieved from the database directly or by queries. Queries enable the search for Media Objects based on their meta-information.
The basic principle is that every Media Object has a Java String value -a full-length XHTML-formatted page -under the key 'output', ready to be converted into HTML (or WML etc.). For example the starting page of the Sports Service is located under the key value 'output' inside a Media Object called 'main' in a folder called 'pages' inside the root 'icehockey'. Now, the page is only a template and the final appearance of the page depends on the user and his/her profile. This is made possible by XHTML namespace-enabled custom commands within the template. These commands include retrieving information from other Media Objects and replacing the command with the results. The composition of a presentation. Figure 6 visualizes an example of this. Media Object A is, in this case, the 'main' page of the Sports Service. Within the page's XHTML code there is a custom command called 'dbget' that tells the service to retrieve pieces of XHTML code from other Media Objects and replace the 'dbget' tag with the results. The profiling is done by using so-called user groups. If the user is for example interested in NHL, he/she should join the user group called NHL. Members of the NHL group could, in addition to seeing the most important NHL-related news and articles summaries in the main page, also get NHLrelated ads. An example of how the presentation looks on the HTML browser is presented in Figure 7 . Below the ice hockey picture, an advertisement can be seen of an imaginary restaurant in Oulu region as, in this case, the user is a fan of an icehockey team in Oulu. dbget-tag may appear e.g. as follows:
XHTML Presentation
<dbget param="news+USERGROUP" output="summary"/> This would specify a search for Media Objects from all the folders of root 'icehockey' with specific keywords. 'news' is one of the keywords as such but 'USERGROUP' keyword corresponds to all of the user groups that the user has joined. Finally, 'output="summary"' tells the Service to replace the dbget tag with the summaries of the matching Media Objectsthat is, the Java String formatted XHTML strips found under the key value 'summary' in Media Objects. In Figure 6 , Media Objects' B and C summaries within the 'main' page from Media Object A could be a result of such a query. Note that the query results change every time that the user joins or leaves a user group or when the database is updated with new news articles. This means that once the content provider adds information (i.e. Media Objects) into the database, the presentation that the user gets is changed, without changing the actual XHTML code of the page that uses the new information. This, for one thing, makes it easy to update the database. Figure 8 shows an example clip of original XHTML code and possible presentations as a result of the presentation creation process. The first dbget-tag implies a query for the summaries of news, which are related to the user's interest groups. The second dbget-tag implies a query for the ads, which are related to the interest groups. In this case, an Avalanche fan gets an ad of an imaginary company called Denver Travels, which is located in the Colorado region. Respectively, a San Jose Sharks fan gets an ad of an imaginary company, which is located in San Jose.
If a query returned more than one matching Media Object, they objects would be in no particular order. Therefore there is an optional Integer value inside a Media Object to describe the significance of an object -1 comes first. For example, if Media Object A had a significance value of 1 and B had a 5, then the summary of A would come before B's summary, if A and B were the result of a single database query. This enables us to sort information in the order of importance, or to put the best-paying advertiser's logo first. Significance values are stored in to media objects' fields as well as other metainformation. Mutual importance is decided by alphabetically organising the first lines of text in the content, if no significance value is available.
From the user's point of view, it is not always easy to keep up with the changes to the information that they are interested in. This is where subscriptions step in. The user can subscribe to, for example, the Avalanche group that is a subscription group intended for the fans of that particular ice-hockey team. In fact, the user subscribes to a Media Object, and every time that the content provider changes that object, the users who have subscribed to it receive a notification about the update. The notification also contains the updated page -once the user opens the notification, the "output" of the subscribable Media Object is shown automatically -so the user does not have to navigate through several links to access the page. If the user is online he/she can see the whole presentation, otherwise he/she can get e-mail or an SMS message notification.
<b>NEWS:</b><br/> <dbget folder="news" param="USERGROUP+news" output="summary" /> <hr/> <dbget folder="news" param="USERGROUP+advertisement" />
NEWS:
Colorado Avalanche announced that Bob Hartley has agreed to a multi-year contract. Read more Presentation examples, which are derived from the original HXTML code by the presentation creation process
Besides enabling easy and convenient announcements of new information, subscriptions and notifications also make other features possible. The Ice-hockey Service has a messaging service with which users can send messages to each other and the administrators. A user can even create his/her own group, which creates a new Media Object into the database. After that one can subscribe to the new Media Object and receive a notification (i.e. the message) whenever someone sends a message to that particular group. Since messaging is based on subscriptions, users can get the messages optionally either only online or via email or SMS messages.
A pay-per-view billing method is also used in the Ice-hockey Service. Price information is attached to elements or operations using price attributes. Allowed tags for price attributes are in modules linking (a), forms (form), image (img), and object (object). The price is thus attached to an item that is considered valuable -the user does not have to pay on the basis of connection time.
To examine the usability of our model, we also implemented new features after the initial version of the Ice-hockey Service was created. One of them is polls. Each poll needs two Media Objects: One for the current results page -the same object also contains the descriptions of the choices (Java String) and the number of votes (Java Integer) for each -and one for the voting page. When a user enters a results page, the Service creates the page on the fly by replacing the 'resultshere' tag with the current results obtained from the Media Object itself. So, in other words, the 'results' Media Object only contains a page template, which can be customized to give every poll an individual look, under the "output" field of it, as well as the votes. The main page also features the "Today's Poll": the most significant ballot Media Object's summary, if any, is retrieved and shown in the main page. The significance is determined based on the significance Integer of a Media Object or the alphabetical order, if no Media Objects with significances are found. Polls are an example of how the new features can be implemented by utilizing our model.
Another advanced feature that was created to experiment the flexibility of the model is synchronized presentations made with SMIL. We took an ice hockey video clip and indexed its key points. By using SMIL we created a presentation, which has an index list on the left and the video playing on the right. From the index list the viewer can see the scene, which the video is currently playing. In addition, he/she can select a new point from the index list and the video continues by playing that scene. The SMIL presentation is merged with the XHTML content of the Media Objects and the binary data of the video is provided to the user via Real Player. An example of SMIL presentation is presented in Figure 9 . Figure 9 .
An example of SMIL presentation.
CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated a service content model, which is able to handle and store XHTML-based multimedia services. Our model provides real time content updating together with user profiling. The information that is of a user's interest may be queried from a database and presented to him/her. When new information is added, it is automatically included in the corresponding locations within the service and there is no need to add new links to the index or summary lists. Our method enables adding meta-information within media objects and presenting the part of the object wanted, e.g. summary or the whole content. Our model is flexible and it allows easy adding of new features such as service push and SMIL presentations.
FUTURE WORK
The value of our model can be increased by utilizing automated multimedia indexing and content updating. The flexibility of media objects can be used e.g. to provide a video object that has its information within a media object. This could mean key frame summaries, index list of pointers within the video, etc. Moreover, representing video objects could be automated via presentation templates.
Some security and authorization issues still remain open. The ways to secure and authorize database content should be examined. In addition, ways to utilize the model within pervasive networking issues offers an interesting research field.
